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REGULATION & COMPLIANCE The increasingly complex matrix of compliance regimes present
new challenges for banks and financial institutions. From January 2015 the Basel III framework
will be further augmented by intra-day liquidity regulatory obligations, forcing Banks to increase
liquidity buffers with mandatory reporting on daily patterns of liquidity usage. Facing substantial
financial penalties, reputational damage and loss of business for non-compliance, risk mitigation
in the management of intra-day liquidity has resulted in the over-collateralisation of liquidity
buffers, with a dramatic impact on costs. Liquidity Insight from Simulocity helps businesses ensure
regulatory compliance, making better informed financial decisions. The sophisticated simulation
platform enables Banks to accurately test, compare and modify business practises in a low risk
environment and with no compromise to existing systems.
COLLATERAL REDUCTIONS Through improving liquidity management processes, such as
forecasting, reconciliation and collateral management, Liquidity Insight provides Banks with
measurable competitive advantages today. Utilising Liquidity Insight clients can better understand
the real-world complexities of liquidity management, delivering compliance assurance and enabling
the recalibration of buffer requirements - often with significant reductions in collateralisation levels.
For every $1bn reduction in the daily liquidity buffer, clients can expect to save around $10m per
annum.*
BUSINESS INSIGHTS The simulation and modelling tools enable participants to better understand
the impact their own customers have on daily payment flows, revealing the often hidden benefits
and costs associated with differing customer profiles. The resulting opportunity weighting across
a bank’s entire customer portfolio provides valuable, and often surprising, business development
insights. Liquidity Insight: the beyond compliance solution delivering measurable cost efficiencies
and a more profitable realignment of resources. Regulatory reporting obligations are met. Liquidity
buffers are reduced. Capital and resources are more profitably deployed.

* Source: Accenture, Driving high performance through Intra-day Liquidity and Collateral Management in Payment Operations,
2012.
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Maximising working capital remains a key concern for financial institutions and corporate treasurers.
Disparate systems and historic data, siloed structures and offline processes, together with heightened
regulatory obligations, create multiple challenges in effectively managing liquidity positions globally.
Liquidity Insight is a cloud-based platform delivering beyond-compliance benefits, savings and advantages
to Banks today.
Headquartered in London, Simulocity has a single focus: to simulate highly complex real-world business
situations and so enable businesses to rapidly improve the quality of their business decisions. The Simulocity
real-world simulation tools let clients better understand real-world complexities to reduce costs, ensure
compliance and better deploy resources and capital.
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